TRACER WIRE

1" FULL PORT ANGLE BALL VALVE
WITH ONE OR TWO STEP STYLE
COMPRESSION FOR IPS PE INLET
AND FEMALE METER THREAD
SWIVEL NUT WITH LOCK. ALL
INSERTS SHALL BE STAINLESS
STEEL.

1" IPS POLYETHYLENE
PIPE PE 4710, 250 PSI
SIR7 ASTM D2737
ASTM D3350-445574E

1" CC SINGLE
STAINLESS STEEL
STRAP SADDLE

BALL CORPORATION STOP
WITH AWWA INLETS, ONE
OR TWO STEP STYLE
COMPRESSION FOR IPS PE,
WITH STAINLESS STEEL
INSERTS.
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1" CC SINGLE
STAINLESS STEEL
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BALL CORPORATION STOP
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OR TWO STEP STYLE
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